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The books in this list (and many more biographies as well) can be found on our website by choosing “Biographies” from the “see more...” selection of our “Categories” list. You can also view these books individually by visiting our “Advanced Search” page and typing in each book’s “BTC Product ID”, the number shown here at the end of each book’s description and before its price. For example, the BTC Product ID for the first book in this list is 40489.

Also please note that full color illustrations of every item in our inventory can be viewed on our website.
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All books are First Editions unless otherwise noted. All books are returnable within ten days if returned in the same condition as sent. Books may be reserved by telephone, fax, or email. Payment should accompany order if you are unknown to us. Customers known to us will be invoiced with payment due in 30 days. Payment schedule may be adjusted for larger purchases. Institutions will be billed to meet their requirements. We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS and DISCOVER. N.J. residents please add 7% sales tax. Please include $5.00 postage for the first item, $2.00 for each item thereafter. Overseas orders will be sent airmail at cost (unless other arrangements are requested). All items are insured. All items subject to prior sale. Members ABAA, ILAB. Cover Illustration by Tom Bloom.
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GILDER, Richard Watson. *Grover Cleveland A Record of Friendship.* New York: The Century Company 1910. First edition. Front hinge a little tender, offsetting to a preliminary leaf from a clipped, and a little puckering to the cloth on the rear board, still an at least very good copy. #88352 ........... $25


DANDRIDGE, Dorothy and Earl Conrad. *Everything and Nothing: The Dorothy Dandridge Tragedy.* New York: Abelard-Schuman (1970). First edition. 215pp., photographs. Small name stamp, and written name, both on the front fly, else near fine in very good dustwrapper with rubbing, modest tears, and two tiny nicks at the corners. A scarce autobiographical book prepared by Conrad from taped interviews after Dandridge’s death in 1965. The life story of this beautiful and talented performer who was one of the first to break through the intolerance of the Hollywood screen to become a star to white audiences. Her troubled life and untimely death were the subject of a well-made cable movie, *Introducing Dorothy Dandridge*, starring Halle Berry. A nice copy of this scarce title, issued by a relatively small publisher. #94673 ............ $85


WADE, Mason. *Margaret Fuller: Whetstone of Genius.* New York: Viking 1940. Second printing. One corner bumped and small spot to front cover, otherwise fine in a near fine dustwrapper with minor edge wear. #67266 ........................................ $45

THAYER, William M. From Log-Cabin to White House: Life of James A. Garfield, President of the United States. Boyhood, Youth, Manhood, Assassination. London: Ward, Lock & Co. (No date - c.1915). Reprint. Pencil name, slight foxing, about fine in attractive, very good or better dustwrapper with a modest chip on the front panel and a couple of short tears. An attractive, volume that is scarce in jacket. #72856 .......................................................... $45


DANIEL-ROPs. *Jesus and His Times*. New York: E. P. Dutton 1954. First American edition. Modest dampstaining to the boards has caused the jacket to adhere to the bottom of the boards, else a nice very good copy in slightly spine-faded near very good dustwrapper. #94947 $15


CHRISTENSON, Cornelia. *Kinsey: A Biography.* Bloomington: Indiana University Press (1971). Slight soiling to the boards else fine in a near fine dustwrapper with some foxing on the rear panel and a little rubbing. Warmly Inscribed by the author. First serious biography of the pioneer sex researcher, by a long-time assistant. Includes the text of five non-technical essays written by Kinsey and a bibliography of his work. Kinsey has recently been the subject of renewed interest. #23290 ........................................................................................................ $100


LAHR, John. *Notes On a Cowardly Lion.* New York: Alfred A. Knopf 1969. First edition. A couple of small stains on the front fly, a little overall soiling, else near fine in spine-faded, thus fine dustwrapper. Biography of the versatile actor by his son, the noted journalist and New Yorker staff member. Inscribed by the author to "Mrs. Philbin." #88755 ........................................ $75


#91058 .......................................................... $20


#75109 .......................................................... $45


#86380 .......... $10


McBRIDE, Mary Margaret. *How Dear to My Heart.* New York: Macmillan 1940. First edition. Illustrated by Elmer Hader. Very good with a faint stain to the edge of the first few leaves in a good, price-clipped dustwrapper with a stain on the edge of the front panel. Memoir of the author's Missouri childhood. #85685 ........ ................................................................. $25


DUCLAUX, Mary (A. Mary F. Robinson). *The Life of Racine*. New York: Harper and Brothers (no date - 1925). First American edition from English sheets. Short tear on half-title, foxing to the foredge, and to the text, heaviest on the first and last few pages, a very good copy in near very good dustwrapper with short tears and chips, and an small external repair on the front panel. #94483 .................................................. $30


